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Abstract
Title: Czech players opinions of streetball
Aim: The aim of this diploma thesis is to analyze an actual situation of streetball in Czech 
republic, respectively in the world and also to find Czech players opinions of streetball and 
find the reasons why basketball players give priority to streetball.
Methodology of thesis: The paper has character of qualitative research. In result our analysis 
should be the first official study of this subject in Czech Republic and could help  to better 
orientation in this modification of basketball. Thanks to results of questionary aplication we 
will find the reason why basketball players prefer streetball. 
Results: The thesis confirmed more or less hypotesis before. We wanted to find how the 
streetball is attractive for basketball players. The questionary confirmed that they playes 
streetball often and majority of them prefer it especially in the summer-time or minimally 
they appreciates it like a good change in trainig.
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